IMPORTANT! Component and Composite (RCA) cables are not provided.

1. Connect the composite or component cables to the corresponding ports on your device and the auxiliary input panel.
   - **Component cables** - connect the green cable to the Y (green) jack, the blue to the PB (blue) jack and the red to the Video PR COMPOSITE (red) jack respectively; for audio, connect the corresponding colored cables to the jacks
   - **Composite (RCA) cables** - connect the yellow cable to the VIDEO PR COMPOSITE (red) jack and connect the white and red cables to the AUDIO LEFT (white) and AUDIO RIGHT (red) jacks respectively.

2. Turn on the device (if not yet powered on).
3. Touch **Aux Input** and then **Composite Video** or **Component Video**.
4. Touch the **Display box** (under the **Display Options** banner) to display your device.

**Note:** Additional settings may need to be configured on the device to display video (such as an iPod video).